A Primary School maths curriculum ensures that the children are able to develop a strong
sense of number and place value which will enable them to understand the numbers that
they encounter in the world around them. It is not only important to recognise the digit 5,
and the name of it, but also to understand the ‘fiveness’ of it, to know ‘The Stories of 5’.
This skill is vital in developing mathematical ability.
Children will gain familiarity of the number sequence through songs and rhyme, but this
does not necessarily mean that they have the ability to count. The importance has to be
placed on the links between the number name, the symbol and the number of objects that it
equates to.
This deep understanding of early number begins at a very young age, with some children able
to recognise numbers of objects in a group without counting. This is due to experiences which
are accessed from a growing bank of mental images of number. Children are often able to
immediately recognise 6 on a die, on a playing card or on a domino with no counting at all.

It is possible that the child has memorised this familiar arrangement of 6 dots.
Alternatively, they may have mentally sub-grouped them into two sets of 3, fostering an
understanding that a number can be composed of smaller parts. In both cases, no actual
counting of objects is involved; instead, the child has relied on other mental strategies. This is
subitising: the ability to instantaneously recognise the number of objects in a small group
without the need to count them.

In the Foundation Stage, as well as teaching the children to count objects, significant
attention is given to cultivating number recognition and the development of mental
representations. In order to do this, much of their experience with number play in the early
years will involve concrete, movable objects.

Use of Numicon is another great way to help children develop mental representations of
number.

These experiences and number representations will help children:
• Reliably count the number of objects in a set using the numbers one to twenty.

• Place numbers in order.
Numicon, is a useful resource which helps children visualise how the size of numbers relate to
each other. Cuisenaire rods are useful at demonstrating this in a different way and allow
children to explore early ideas of equivalence.

• Say which number is one more or one less than a given number.
Numicon is, again, very useful at helping children visualise this. Augmentation is where one
quantity is increased by some amount; reduction is where one quantity decreases by some
amount.

• Use objects to add two single-digit numbers by counting on to find the answer.
The children will use aggregation: the combining of two or more quantities (How much/How
many altogether? What is the total?). It is important that all conceptual structures
(aggregation, augmentation and reduction) are taught in a range of relevant contexts.

2+3=5
• Use objects to find number pairs up to 10 and partition a set of up to 10 objects into two
groups.

6 + 4 = 10
• Use objects to subtract two single-digit numbers by counting back to find the
answer.
The first step into subtraction is to learn how to count backwards, saying the numbers in
order from 20 decreasing by 1 each time to zero.

Children will then utilise this strategy to solve simple subtractions:

• Use Numicon to show odd and even numbers.
Children will be able to use Numicon to identify odd and even numbers with the odd
Numicon shapes being those ‘wearing a hat’.

Children are expected to:
• Represent and use number bonds and related subtraction facts within 20.
The Foundation Stage will have developed a strong sense of sense numbers up to 10, children
will now establish a strong sense of ‘ten’. The decimal number system and a child’s
mathematical understanding is underpinned and based upon a secure knowledge of ‘ten’.
Children will become familiar with the ‘tenness’ of ten using a variety of practical resources:

Ten-Frames:
A ten-frame is very useful for embedding an understanding of ten.
By placing counters in different arrangements on the frame, children can begin to
generate various mental images of the number ten, as well as how other numbers
relate to it. Filling the rows with 5 will help further embed, for example, 8 is 5 and 3 more.
The tens frames with double-sided counters help cement further to show the number bonds to
ten.

A knowledge of number bonds is not just about knowing how to make the numbers 10 and
20. Children should also start to investigate ways to make other numbers less than 20. It is
of vital importance that children know ‘the stories’ of many different numbers, not just 10,
Several resources can aid this learning:

The concrete or pictorial representations of number facts should always be linked to the
abstract (i.e. the number sentence it relates to).
Double-sided counters:
Red-Yellow counters can be used to help children find out about different ways of
making the same number. They may also start to spot patterns.

Part Part Whole
The ‘Part Part Whole’ model allows children to visualise the concept that numbers are made
up of 2 or more parts (i.e. other numbers)

Ten-frames
Ten-frames can naturally lead the eye to addition concepts:

This should be moved onto the grouping of 5 to aid counting.

They can also help the children visualise addition doubles:

Furthermore, Numicon and ten-frame resources can provide the first step into
understanding 2-digit numbers. By using two ten-frames simultaneously, children can start
to see the value of each digit in a ‘teen’ number.

It will also be helpful, at this stage, to introduce the children to Multilink cubes, leading into
Base 10 resources and use them to partition ‘teen’ numbers into tens and ones. Using Multilink
cubes first allows children to see how a tens rod is actually made up of 10, and therefore
having a value of ten, rather that it just being worth 1 (ie 1 rod).

Through all of the above, children should start to recognise the relationship between addition
and subtraction facts.

• Identify one more or one less than a given number.
With visual representations to support them, children should be able to tell you what is one
more or one less than any given number.

• Add and subtract any one-digit or two-digit number up to (and including) 20.
We have already seen how children can start to understand addition as combining
groups. To help them work out the total of two numbers, children may initially count them
up. Once again, concrete, movable objects will support this process.

Eventually, as children become more competent, they will be able to hold the biggest number in
their head and then count on - perhaps using their fingers - from there.
Using two sets of dice, one with digits and another with dots, is a great way to
encourage children to practice this skill.

They will also begin to use a number line to add or subtract numbers.

Through these processes, children should start to understand that addition makes
numbers bigger whilst subtraction makes numbers smaller.
They should also recognise that they can add numbers in any order and still get the
same answer. This is the commutative law of addition: one can add the numbers in any
order to achieve the same total.
Ten-frames will help the children visualise what is happening when they add two
numbers that bridge through 10.
For example, with the calculation 7 + 5 = ? children will begin to identify the
opportunity to make 10 first, and then add the remainder. The children have bridged to ten
using their number bond knowledge, then added on the remainder. Tens frames really help
model this image well. Bead bars and strings also help the bridging as the tens are alternately
coloured, meaning the children can easily bridge to the next ten.

Children should begin to understand subtraction as both taking away and finding the
difference between. Using manipulatives is extremely important for children. By manipulating
objects, they can see what it actually means to ‘take away’ from a group. Finding the
difference is a comparison between two groups. For example, if a set of 8 is compared with
a set of 5, there is a difference of 3 objects between the sets.
A simple bar model made with counters can help them get to grips with the latter: The
children have physically made the two groups and are then able to see the difference.

The difference between 12 and 9 is 3.
or 12 - 9 = 3
This bar model is introduced using concrete objects first (including counters and cards with
pictures), which the children can move, before progressing to pictorial representations, moving
from the enactive stage to the symbolic stage.
• Understand that the equals sign (=) is a sign of equivalence.
Many children develop the misconception that the answer to a calculation is on the right hand
side of the equals sign. Scales can be used to help children explore the idea that both sides of
a calculation must balance:

It is important that the children experience the equals sign (=) in different positions.
By writing calculations either side of the equals sign (e.g. 2+4=5+1), the children will not
just interpret it as meaning ‘the answer’.
Through all this, the children should start to see that addition and subtraction are
related operations.
For example: 7 + 3 = 10 is related to 7 = 10 - 3.
This understanding can be supported with a tens frame:

• Solve missing number problems.
Children must be able to complete missing number problems, where the ‘missing
number’ can be placed in all possible positions:
For example:

The blank box can also be changed for a question mark, standing for the unknown variable.
This is a very early form of algebra.

• Adding ten more and ten less (Spider Maths)
Ten-frames, base 10 and Numicon are all useful resources to help children build on
their conceptual understanding of place value and adding on tens.

By placing the ‘ones’ frame to the right of the others, you will reinforce their understanding
of place value.

Base 10:
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These examples clearly illustrate to the children that when you are adding or taking
away tens alone, the number of ones remains unchanged.
Once children have grasped this concept using concrete resources, they can move on to using
more abstract, pictorial representations.

A hundred square is a useful tool with
regards to enabling children to add or
subtract 10s from any number. It will also
reinforce the idea that the ones don’t change
but that the tens increase or decrease
respectively.

The children will use ‘Spider Maths’ to move a spider character up and down the hundred
square, adding and subtracting 10 in the process.

33 + 10 = 43
The symbolic number sentence should always be used with the enactive and iconic steps.
Transparent counters work well with this activity, as the children are able to see the number,
rather than it be obscured by the spider.
• Vocabulary
addition, add, forwards, put together, more than, total, altogether, distance between,
difference between, equals = same as, pattern, odd, even, digit, counting on, subtraction,
subtract, take away, minus, less than, most, least.

Children are expected to:
• Recall addition and subtraction number facts to 20 fluently.
In Year 1, a great deal of emphasis is placed on generating different mental images and
internal representations of number, with a view to build up a bank of facts about them. In
order to achieve this, a wide variety of concrete and pictorial resources (please see the Year 1
calculation policy for more details) are used to support the children’s investigations.
The expectation in Year 2 is that children should now be able to recall these number
facts to 20 from memory, no longer requiring concrete resources to support them.

• Use these addition and subtraction facts to 20 to derive related facts to 100.

• Add or subtract a 2-digit number and ones.
Following on from Year 1, multiple ten-frames should be used as a starting point to add a
single-digit number to a 2-digit number, moving onto calculating without the manipulative.

Another early strategy might be to use a number line or bead string to count up in ones (The
Frog Method).

As a child’s number knowledge develops, they will begin to use their known number facts to
help them solve calculations mentally.
For example, you could present a child with the following calculation:

Instead of counting on in ones, children would
mentally partition the 6 into 2 and 4.

This way, the calculation is broken
down into 2 steps.

This child has simultaneously recalled
their number bonds to ten, since they knew
that 2 needed to be added to the 38 to reach
the next ten (i.e. 40).ten (i.e. 40).
The value of practising this strategy on ten-frames first is that it is very visual for the
children and facilitates their understanding of how to add across a ten.

Children can use the same strategy on a number line.

The child recalls a known fact by partitioning the 7 into 3 and 4 first and then:

Questions, like the ones above, involve ‘bridging 10’.
The bead bar is a very good resource to help reinforce the partition needed to bridge to the
next 10.

The number sentence 67 + 7 can clearly be viewed as (67 + 3) + 4. The idea of being able
to partition the 7 into 3 and 4 (using ‘the story of’ taught in year one) is then used to
reach the next ten, before adding the final four ones.

• Add or subtract a 2-digit number and tens (Spider Maths).
Adding on ten and subtracting ten (see Year 1 calculation policy) are crucial skills that have
been learned and will be built upon.
Ten-frames, base 10 and Numicon are all useful resources to help children build on their
conceptual understanding of place value and adding on tens.

42

+

20

= 62

By placing the ‘ones’ frame to the right of the others, you will reinforce their understanding
of place value.

Base 10:

These examples clearly illustrate to the children that when you are adding or taking
away tens alone, the number of ones remains unchanged (Spider Maths).
Once children have grasped this concept using concrete resources, they can move on to using
more abstract, pictorial representations.
A hundred square is a useful tool with
regards to enabling children to add or
subtract 10s from any number using their
‘Spider Maths’ started in Year 1. It will also
reinforce the idea that the ones don’t change
but that the tens increase or decrease
respectively.

Children can also use this knowledge to help them add or subtract 9 or 11, by adding/
subtracting 10 and then adjusting by 1. Base 10 resources are a very visual way to show how
to do this.

By using plenty of resources and with time and practice, children will be able to use this
strategy of rounding and adjusting mentally.

• Add or subtract two 2-digit numbers
Initially, the children might use base 10 resources to partition the numbers into their tens and
ones and then add them separately.

A more challenging example is when the children are required to bridge 10:

Ten of the ones can be exchanged for a rod:

To begin with, children can record their work with jottings such as:

They will then progress to a more formal columnar method (in preparation for Year 3):

Number lines can also be used to add two 2-digit numbers. This would be an example of
Spider Maths, but in a horizontal format: the idea of adding tens, before adding ones.

Starting with the biggest number, the children add the tens first and then the ones.
More able children will be able to use the same strategy on a blank number line or
mentally.
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Subtraction calculations can also be carried out using base 10 resources:

Children will record their workings informally to start with using Base 10 and Spider Maths

Please note: At this stage, ONLY use examples
where the number of ones being taken away is
smaller than the number of ones there were
initially.
e.g. 79 – 34 (where 4 is smaller than 9)
Children will move beyond this in Year 3.

Children can solve subtraction calculations on a number line in the same way; they start on
the biggest number and then take away the tens, followed by the ones. This is Spider Maths
in a horizontal format.

This can also be done on a blank number line or mentally:

The children are also taught to understand that a subtraction calculation can be solved
by finding the difference between two numbers.
The difference between two numbers can be calculated by counting up from the smaller
number to the bigger one.
For example:

So, the difference between 47 and 25 is 22.
Or 47 - 25 = 22

• Add three 1-digit numbers.
Children should use a number line or known number facts to help them.
6+8+5
They may want to change the order of the calculation so that they are able to use facts they
are more certain of first.
For instance, they may do:
6 + 5 = 11
11 + 8 = 19
• Know that the addition of two numbers can be done in any order (commutative)
but that subtraction cannot.

• Recognise and use the inverse relationship between addition and subtraction and use this to
check calculations and solve missing number problems.
The inverse of a function is the reverse of it.
For example:
The inverse of 8 + 9 = 17 is

because subtraction is
the reverse of addition.

The children will have used Numicon in year one to explore number bonds, making ‘stories’ to
numbers up to 20.

Numicon can be used as a starting point, before moving to Base 10 resources to teach the
inverse relationship between addition and subtraction.

• Solve problems with addition and subtraction, applying their increasing knowledge of mental
and written methods.
In particular, children should be given the opportunity to explore the pattern derived from
adding odd and even numbers.

And so on...
• Vocabulary
+, add, addition, more, plus, make, sum, total, altogether, how many more to make=? how
many more is= than=? how much more is=? =, equals, sign, is the same as, tens, ones,
partition, multiple of 10, tens boundary, more than, one more, two more= ten more= one
hundred more, -, subtraction, subtract, take away, difference, difference between, minus,
less than, one less, two less= ten less= one hundred less

Children are expected to:
Add and subtract mentally:
- a 3-digit number and ones
- a 3-digit number and tens
- a 3-digit number and hundreds
To grasp these, children must be able to partition a 3-digit number into hundreds, tens and
ones.
Base10 resources, place value counters and arrow cards can support children with this.

Hundreds

Tens

Ones

Add and subtract numbers with up to 3 digits, using formal written methods of columnar
addition and subtraction.
Children should continue to develop the partitioned columnar method for addition.
538 + 247 = ?

...before moving on to the expanded columnar method where the children are
expected to partition the numbers in their head.

It is very important, even at
this stage, to get the children
into the habit of adding the
ones first, then the tens and
so on…

These written methods can be modelled using place value counters:

Some children may be able to progress on to the compact columnar addition method:

The children will learn the complements to one hundred, having previously learned the
multiple of ten bonds to 100 in year 2. Using complements to one hundred and pairs of
complements to £1.00, the children will learn subtraction by counting up (The Frog Method).
The numberline is written with the smaller number at the left-hand end and the larger
number and the right-hand end.
Place value counters or Base10 can be used to enactively model the steps needed for the
process, before moving onto, once secure, the more abstract representation.

656 – 534
+6

0
+ 0
1
1

+60

0
0
0
0

+50

+6

0 + 6 0 + 6
0 + 5 0 + 6
0 + 2 0 + 2 = 1 2 2
0
1 0

Before moving onto:
+66

+56

6
+ 5
1
1 1
1 2

6
6
2
0
2

The Frog Method will also be used to calculate change from £5 and £10, beginning with
multiples of 5p (£5.00 - £2.80; £10.00 - £6.75), before moving onto calculations involving
calculating change from any given denomination of money (£10.00 - £4.69; £10 - £5.32).
The children will also begin to calculate change from £20 (£20 - £12.35)
+
+
+

.
£3 + 20p + 5p = £3.25

Children will build upon the skills of rounding and adjusting which began in Year 2. The
children will learn how to subtract a 2 or 3-digit number using place value to assist.
Place value counters or Base10 equipment is ideal as a physical resource to teach this skill and
builds on the skills learned in year 2, adding and subtracting 9 or 11 by adjusting.
363 - 99

363 – 100

263 + 1

Spider Maths
The children will build upon their understanding of Spider Maths taught in Year 2, when
they will have moved onto more abstract, pictorial representations, to be able to add and
subtract multiples and near multiples of ten by counting on and counting back. For example,
26 + 61 and 93 – 30. The children should move swiftly from hundred squares to support
to working in the abstract. Base10 can be used as a resource to support any prerequisite skills
needed.

Solve missing number problems

Vocabulary
Hundreds, tens, ones, estimate, partition, recombine, difference, decrease, near multiple
of 10 and 100, inverse, rounding, exchange.
See also Y1 and Y2

Children are expected to:
• Add and subtract numbers up to 4 digits using the formal written methods of
columnar addition and subtraction.
Children should continue to consolidate the compact columnar addition method.

They can choose to revert to the expanded columnar method at any point if they are
experiencing difficulty.
Children should also be able to add numbers with up to 2 decimal places (at this stage, both
numbers should have the same number of decimal places):

Children must remember to
keep the decimal point in the
same place and put the
decimal point on a line.

They should also be able to use the same method to add up more than two numbers
with different numbers of digits:

When subtracting, children should start by consolidating simple examples of the
expanded columnar method, whereby the ones and tens in the first number are always
greater than the second number (in the example below, 4 is greater than 1, 70 is greater
than 20)

Once the children are familiar with this method, you can introduce the idea of
exchanging. Place value counters or Base 10 resources can be used to support the children.
With the example 752 – 318, there are currently
not enough ones to take away 8 without getting a
negative number.
It is therefore necessary to exchange one of the
tens into ones.

This gives 12 ones and 4 tens. Now the calculation
can be completed as normal.

Here is another example: 923 – 564

At the moment, we can’t do 3 – 4
without getting a negative number
so we exchange a ten for 10 ones.
Now we can do 13 – 4 = 9

However, we now can’t do 10 - 60
without getting a negative number,
so we need to exchange a hundred
for 10 tens.

Now we can do 110 – 60 = 50 and
800 – 50 = 300

Leaving us with 359

Not all children will need to use place value counters for support. Instead, they should record
their workings-out like this:

They may also progress to the compact columnar subtraction method:

You can’t subtract 8 from 2
without getting a negative
number, so a ten needs to be
exchanged from the 50.

You can’t subtract 50
from 20 without getting a
negative number, so a
hundred needs to be
exchanged to make 120 –
50 = 70

Children should then continue to consolidate the compact columnar subtraction method using
4-digit numbers:

They should revert to the expanded columnar method and/or use place value counters if they
experience difficulties.




• Estimate and use inverse operations to check answers to a calculation.
For the calculation 3782 + 2136...
To estimate the answer, round both numbers to the nearest thousand:
4000 + 2000 = 6000
or to the nearest hundred for a more accurate guess
3800 + 2100 = 5900

The Frog Method
The children will build upon the Frog Method of subtraction by counting up. As learned
previously, the numberline is written with the smaller number at the left-hand end and the
larger number at the right-hand end. The method is taught to be used when appropriate,
for example if there are adjacent place holders, or the minued is a near multiple of the of
the largest column (2001 – 1865; 4010 – 2968).
The children will already be familiar with the abstract representation, but place value
counters or Base10 can be used to enactively model the steps if needed.

2001 – 1865
+35

1865

+100

1900

+1

2000

2001

This method will also be used alongside columnar subtraction to calculate change or solve
money problems. The children will be taught how to select the appropriate method to solve
these problems.

Vocabulary
add, addition, sum, more, plus, increase, total, altogether, double, near double, how many
more to make..? ,how much more?, ones boundary, tens boundary, hundreds boundary,
thousands boundary, column subtraction, tenths boundary, hundredths boundary, inverse,
how many more/fewer? Equals sign, is the same as.

Children are expected to:
• Use rounding to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a problem,
levels of accuracy.
Children should be using rounding to estimate and check answers to increase accuracy.
Estimation should always be seen as a quick, mental checking tool and not be onerous.
Estimation will be linked to the child’s confidence with maths, with some children able to
make more accurate estimations than others.
118.47 – 55.62
This could be estimated using 120 – 60 or could be estimated as 118 – 56.
• Add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits.
Children should continue to consolidate their understanding of the compact columnar
addition and subtraction methods using numbers with more than 4 digits.

They should be able to use the same method to add decimal numbers and to add more than
two numbers. Place holders should be used to fill any gaps when adding numbers with
different amounts of digits.

Place value counters could be used initially to support the children’s understanding of adding
decimal numbers.

• Add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly large numbers.
Children should be encouraged to use a variety of different mental maths strategies in order
to solve calculations involving large whole numbers and decimals in their head.
They should be able to count on and back in tenths and hundredths. They could use a
number line and/or informal jottings to help them.

+

+

+

Some calculations may be reordered to make them easier to work with.
For example:

Children in Year 6 should continue to develop their mental and written calculation methods
for addition and subtraction. They should progress to larger numbers and continue
calculating with decimals, including those with different numbers of decimal places.
Please see the Year 5 (or earlier) calculation policy for more information about the mental
and written strategies for addition and subtraction they should use.

